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Figure 4.8: Full phase space mapping for the Corron circuit.

At t = nT + ✏, expansion parameter � increases the amplitude of oscillation until
t = (n+ 1)T , when the next measurement is made.

Note that there is no direct corollary in the circuit mapping to the erasure step
in the Szilárd protocol, a high measurement in one iteration amounts to initializing
to sgn(u) = +1 in the next. The measurement itself acts to constrain the system by
switching the sign of the feedback function when the amplitude of v gets su�ciently
large to cross the v = 0 threshold. Additionally, the system is considered equally
likely to be initialized to A as to B. As with the Szilárd engine, continuous probabil-
ity distribution along the vertical axis is justified by the inherent continuity within
any physical memory device, in this case the voltages of the flip-flop circuit which
will switch quickly but nevertheless continuously between high (+5V) and low (0V)
“digital’” values. If the individual maps in Fig. 4.7 are to be considered as probability
distributions in phase space, they must be scaled by 1/2 so that the combined systems
achieve unity.

The switching function, acting during measurement, places a constraint on the
expansion so as to keep the system from “blowing up.” This is the compression be-
havior expected in an erasure protocol. In a sense then, the measurement step of the
circuit protocol contains both the measurement and erasure steps of the heat engine
protocol, though they are necessarily idealized as acting instantaneously. The full
phase space mapping, for A and B combined and including compression, is shown in
Fig. 4.8. As with the Szilárd map, the circuit map is area preserving over a complete
cycle.

Expansion coe�cient � indicates an energy input corresponding to the expan-
sion in phase space, and may thus be compared to the work extraction mechanism
of the Szilárd engine. In his Reed thesis from 2013, Xueping Long [12] constructs
a chaotic electromechanical oscillator to physically implement the same hybrid dif-
ferential equation (Eq. 4.1) motivating the Corron et al. circuit. The basic setup
is shown in Fig. 4.9. What distinguishes Long’s system from the Corron circuit is
that the oscillatory motion of the system is realized by the movement of two magnet
clusters, mechanically rising and falling within solenoid coils. As energy in the sys-
tem increases during expansion, so does the amplitude of the mechanical oscillation,


